
A perfect fi t to wow your visitors

The corporate lobby is in many cases the fi rst real-life contact point 
between your company and your customers. So it’s a good idea to make 
this ‘business card’ look as impressive and professional as possible. With 
the new Barco Unisee® LCD video wall platform complemented with 
other solutions in Barco’s portfolio, you have all you need to capture your 
customers’ attention to corporate messages, and build corporate brand 
image from the moment they enter the lobby by displaying dynamic 
images or infotainment content at any time in the best possible way.

The Barco benefi ts:

• Wow your visitors with an 
aff ordable true bezel-less viewing 
experience and vivid colors

• Scale and extend as needed 
thanks to the modular design

• Timeless fresh look with dynamic 
content visualization

• Enterprise-class scalable AV 
control experience

• Central and remote content 
management

Barco UniSee® in corporate lobbies



With a leading position in large-screen visualization since many 
years, Barco knows the importance of reliable images that impress 
all beholders. Our portfolio for corporate lobbies consists of fi eld-
proven solutions that were created to interact and complement each 
other. Barco designs and manufactures these diff erent solutions 
in-house (in a one-stop-shop set-up) − so we can guarantee the 
long-term interoperability of all components and you can rely on 
premium technology you can trust.

Truly bezel-less large visualization
Barco UniSee LCD video wall

With a bezel-less design, a very small inter-screen gap, 
unmatched uniformity (both inside each tile and across the 
entire wall), and perfect color accuracy, Barco UniSee will 
amaze both visitors and employees. Adding a light source 
lifetime of 100,000 hours, redundancy of critical components, 
and a service-friendly modular approach, Barco UniSee also 
off ers the reliability needed to make sure you make a smashing 
fi rst impression.

• Best-in-class and bezel-less viewing experience, for a 
shining corporate entrance

• Perfectly balanced total image, thanks to Sense X 
continuous & real-time calibration

• Ready for all lighting conditions including reception areas, 
thanks to 800 NIT high brightness and low refl ection

• Minimal real estate space needs

• No noise (fan-less), adding to a calm and pleasant 
environment

Knock-out room control for lobbies
Overture

There typically are a lot of connected devices in a corporate 
lobby. Not only the video wall and other displays, but also 
the climate control equipment, curtains, lighting, etc. can be 
controlled remotely. Overture, Barco’s A/V Control system, 
allows you to monitor and control everything from a simple 
device. Because Overture uses a web-based-interface, this can 
be a laptop, a tablet or even a smartphone: if you have the 
login clearances, you have control.

What’s more, this solution is typically deployed throughout 
the organization. So, you get the same interface look & feel 
wherever you go. Because Overture is a software solution, it 
can be deployed quickly and easily.

• Software-based A/V Control solution to get the most value 
out of your investment in A/V equipment

• Centralized A/V set-up and management with minimal 
in-room interventions

• Mobile helpdesk with BYOD as support staff  can use their 
own device (phone, tablet, PC), to control the equipment

• Monitor the status of everything

• Easy and customized set-up through confi guration (no 
programming required), ensuring lower total cost of 
ownership (TCO)

• Great user experience

A complete portfolio to 
support your fi rst impression

Boost the value of your Barco UniSee 
LCD video wall by integrating it with:

• Overture, for enterprisewide A/V 
control 

• A Barco video wall controller to 
ensure perfect positioning and 
synchronization of your content

• Barco CarePacks, for ultimate 
peace of mind at all times



Display with confidence
Video wall controller

Although invisible to the user, a high-quality controller is just 
as important for the viewing experience as an impressive 
video wall. It makes sure the images are displayed in the right 
resolution and without disturbing artefacts. When displaying 
videos on a wall consisting of multiple screen tiles, it’s essential 
that all these tiles are in perfect sync. This is the only way to 
ensure a smooth image.

Furthermore, Barco’s software allows the flexible creation 
of layouts and presets, making it possible to easily position 
content in exactly the way you want. This can be video, but 
also still images, web pages or streaming content.

• High performant desktop suitable for 4K and 3D content

• Display multiple Full-HD sources at the same time

• Flexible layouts and presets

• Native MPixel canvas

• Video, graphics, web and streaming

• The unit that fits the money

Peace of mind at any time
Barco CarePacks

Barco products are designed to offer the highest reliability and 
deserve the best possible treatment. Our service packages help 
you to maximize uptime and complete your total peace of 
mind. Depending on your needs, we have different service 
levels available. In this way, Barco is always by your side, in any 
stage of the product life cycle.

• Warranty extension

• Hardware & software service offerings

• Hardware advanced swap

• Software upgrade and update options

• On-site support options



100% Barco solutions
Barco has the excellent reputation of being one of the 
most reliable manufacturers on the market. Not only the 
quality products, but also Barco’s high level of service have 
convinced numerous professional users, resulting in very high 
customer loyalty.

Our commitment to quality is coded in our company DNA – 
and reflected throughout our products. With a portfolio that 
spans every aspect of professional visualization – from display 
and structures, to controllers and software platforms – Barco 
can provide complete end-to-end solutions. 
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The information and data given are typical for the equipment described. However any individual item is subject to change without any notice. 
The latest version of this brochure can be found on www.barco.com. All specs mentioned in this brochure are in accordance with ISO 21118 standards.


